Ordering of Air-Oxidized Decanethiols on Au(111)
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ABSTRACT: Self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) of alkanethiols on gold are a commonly used platform for nanotechnology owing to their ease of preparation and high surface coverage. Unfortunately, the gold—sulfur bond is oxidized at ambient conditions which alters the stability and structure of the monolayer. We show using scanning tunneling microscopy and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy that decanethiolate molecules oxidize into decanesulfonates that organize into a hitherto unknown striped phase. Air-exposed SAMs oxidize, as can be determined by a shift of the S 2p peak and the appearance of O 1s photoelectrons as part of the decanethiol monolayer transforms into a lamellae-like decanesulfonate structure when exposed to air. The herringbone structure of the Au(111) surface is preserved, indicating that the interaction between the molecules and the surface is rather weak as these findings are substantiated by density functional theory calculations.

INTRODUCTION

The self-assembly of organosulfur molecules on Au(111) surfaces has been a topic of intense research during the past few decades. Organosulfur self-assembled monolayers are easy to prepare and are useful for many technological applications ranging from molecular electronics to immobilization of biological molecules. In order to incorporate self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) into functional electronic devices, a fundamental and detailed understanding of the structural and electronic properties, dynamics, and molecular interactions is required. The most popular model systems for self-assembly are alkanethiols on Au(111) substrates. Unfunctionalized alkanethiols are the molecules most commonly used as an insulator and as a host for inserted conjugated molecules. However, the stability of alkanethiols on Au(111) is one of the most important issues for their applications in ambient environments where long-term use is required.

The gold—thiolate bond degrades when exposed to air, UV light, or elevated temperatures. In 1992, Tarlov and Newman discovered, using static secondary ion mass spectrometry, that alkanethiolate SAMs exposed to ambient environment experience oxidation of the sulfur headgroup. In contrast, such sulfonate species were not found in SAMs after long-term storage in UHV (ultrahigh vacuum) in the absence of light. Further spectroscopy studies found that alkanethiolate SAMs on gold can be easily oxidized to alkanesulfonates and alkanesulfides after exposure to ambient conditions. These compounds are not chemisorbed but instead weakly bonded to the surface leading to a deterioration of the alkanethiolate SAM. Other studies suggest scissoring of the S—C bond due to oxidation leading to desorption of alkyl chain fragments and oxidation of the surface-bound sulfur.

After these findings it was concluded that light and the presence of oxygen could remove alkanethiolate SAMs from the gold surface. Further exploration revealed that ozone is the main oxidant for thiolate SAM degradation. Schoenfisch and Pemberton exposed alkanethiol SAMs to different gases and liquids, N2, pure O2, enclosed pressurized air, and O3. Only the SAMs exposed to ozone were oxidized. Other studies showed that oxidation of the surface occurs in the absence of light, provided that the sample is exposed to air. The rate of oxidation depends on the morphology of the surface, the concentration of oxidants (e.g., ozone) in the ambient atmosphere, and the alkyl chain length. When oxidized the SAMs lose their ordered, oriented upright nature and form laying-down or disordered phases.

The decanethiol SAM on Au(111) has served as a prototypical model system for self-assembly and is therefore extensively studied. Using scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), six different phases were found in the decanethiol SAM depending on the coverage. In five of the six phases the decanethiolate molecules are lying down flat on the surface.
These five phases are a disordered lattice gas phase (α), a liquid phase (ε), and three striped phases: the centered (23 × √3) phase (β), the centered (19 × √3) phase (χ), and the hexagonal (5√3 × √3)R30° phase (δ). The sixth phase is the centered (3 × 2√3) standing up phase (ϕ), which is found at full coverage. In real-space images of decanethiol self-assembled monolayers one often finds a coexistence of several phases, mixed phases, antiphase boundaries, vacancy islands, and ad-islands. In previous studies we have investigated the stability of these SAMs revealing dynamic behavior within the monolayer showing that also these SAMs are dynamic at room temperature.

Although many studies probed the oxidation process of thiolate-based molecules, only a few studies reveal, using real-space techniques, what exactly happens on the surface when oxidation of the molecules occurs. Recently, Ito et al. showed that not only oxygen but also hydrogen can be the cause of instabilities and degradation of thiolate-based SAMs. In this work, we perform STM measurements on decanethiolate SAMs to further explore the oxidation process of thiolate-based molecules and the influence of the oxidation on the molecular order. We show that the decanethiolates first align in a stripelike fashion. When exposed to air, degradation of the gold—thiolate bond occurs transforming the decanethiolates into decanesulfonates which lie physisorbed on the Au(111) surface forming a lamellae-like structure. Both decanethiolates and decanesulfonates coexist on the surface and do not intermix.

## METHODS

### Experimental Details

An overview of the methods is given below; details are provided in the Supporting Information. Decanethiol (purity ≥99%) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Steinheim, Germany) and used without further purification. The platform used for STM and XPS measurements was 11 × 11 mm², 250 nm Au on 2 nm Cr on borosilicate glass, purchased from Arrandee (Werther, Germany). Au(111) samples were obtained by annealing these substrates in a high-purity H₂ flame for 5 min. Decanethiol SAMs were obtained at room temperature by chemisorption from a 1 mM ethanolic solution onto freshly prepared Au(111) substrates for 24 h. This immersion step leads to a densely packed SAM where the decanethiolate molecules form a standing up phase. In order to reduce the coverage, we immersed our sample in a pure ethanol solution for 1 h. After thorough rinsing of the decanethiol SAMs with pure spectroscopy grade ethanol, the samples were loaded into UHV STM for imaging (RHK Technology UHV3000 variable temperature STM operating at a base pressure of 1 × 10⁻¹⁰ mbar, using chemical etched W tips). All measurements are acquired at room temperature. To check the presence of the SAMs on the Au(111) surface, contact angle measurements were carried out. The measured contact angle was 89 ± 2° (see the Supporting Information for contact angle details for every stage in the preparation process). This result is in agreement with the observations of Li et al. STM topography for the freshly annealed Au surface showed the herringbone reconstruction characteristic of clean Au(111). The oxidized samples were obtained by storing a freshly prepared reduced coverage sample under ambient laboratory conditions in air for up to 2 weeks (20 °C and 37 ± 1% humidity, measured with a ENSIRION EK-H4 SHTXX, Humidity Sensors, Eval Kit, SENSIRION, Switzerland). A wooden container prevented the exposure of light to the sample but allowed air in. After 2 weeks of storage, the sample was placed in UHV STM for imaging.

### Computational Details

SAM structures were calculated using the VASP program with the GGA-PBE functional, projector augmented wave (PAW) pseudopotentials with a plane wave cutoff of 400 eV, and a vacuum spacing of at least 3 nm in the direction normal to the gold surface. The 26 × 5 nm² unit cell seen in the STM images is used as the simulation cell and contains four molecules adsorbed on a three-layer model of Au(111), 284 atoms, with the bottom layer of gold frozen to approximate the underlying bulk. The orthorhombic cells are of dimension 7.5 × 0.5 × 5.0 nm and are replicated in all dimensions using periodic boundary conditions. Molecule—surface binding energies were converged to below 100 meV using a 12 k-point grid. The contributions of van der Waals physisorption to the overall molecule—surface binding energies were estimated using dDsC dispersion corrections.

## RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Prior to the oxidation experiment, first the decanethiol SAM on Au(111) is investigated. Figure 1A shows Au(111) substrate...
decanethiol length, and a 0.49 nm periodicity along the stripes, equal to \(\sqrt{3}\) times the Au(111) lattice constant \(a\) (2.884 Å). The \(\beta\) phase can shift perpendicular to the row direction by roughly half of the row spacing.

The \(\delta\) phase (see Figure 1C) has an out-of-plane interdigitation configuration very comparable to the \(\beta\) phase; however, the tails are tilted approximately 30° from the surface normal. This leads to a smaller interstripe distance of 2.2 nm, and the unit cell is hexagonal \((5\sqrt{3} \times \sqrt{3})R30°\). Similar to the \(\beta\) phase, the sulfur atoms are separated by the nearest-neighbor distance \(\sqrt{3}a\), i.e., 0.49 nm. In a previous study we have revealed the dynamic behavior of the decanethiols at room temperature within these well-ordered phases using current—time \((I(t))\) spectroscopy. The phases can undergo significant changes, shifting and transitioning between the various phases including a disordered phase.

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was used to determine the change of the surface-chemical composition following exposure of the decanethiol monolayer to ambient conditions. A series of XPS spectra of the O 1s, S 2p, and the C 1s regions is shown in Figure 2. Photoemission spectra of the O 1s binding energy region (Figure 2A) indicate that thiolate molecules that are not exposed to air exhibit no detectable oxygen. Following oxidation a peak arises at 532 eV, characteristic of O 1s, indicating the incorporation of oxygen into the material.

The fresh sample contains primarily a spin–orbit split doublet with S 2p\(1/2\) at 162 eV binding energy in the XPS spectra (Figure 2B) which is characteristic of thiolates on Au. When exposed to air, the 162 eV peak decreases in intensity, and a new feature at 168 eV emerges. The 168 eV peak is assigned to oxidized sulfur species. This suggests that both decanethiols as well as oxidized species are simultaneously present on the surface. Photoemission spectra acquired from the C 1s binding energy region (Figure 2C) indicate that the monolayer exposed to air exhibits a decrease of the C 1s intensity. Loss of intensity is attributed to a fraction of the molecules that desorb during oxidation in line with the reports of Poirier et al. and Schoen and Pemberton.

In Figure 3A a scanning tunneling microscopy image is shown of a self-assembled decanethiol monolayer on Au(111) after 2 weeks of exposure to ambient conditions. In contrast to the surface prior to oxidation, the terraces are no longer altered compared to the bare gold surface. The herringbone structure of the underlying Au(111) substrate is visible underneath the ordered molecular layer. The herringbone reconstruction contains 46 atoms in the top layer placed on 44 atoms of the second layer resulting in a \((22 \times \sqrt{3})\) unit cell. The unit cell consists of alternating fcc and hcp domains that exhibit a slightly elevated ridge with a height of about 15 pm. Both the herringbone periodicity and the fcc/hcp ratio are unaltered compared to the bare gold surface. The herringbone reconstruction is a sensitive readout of the molecule–surface interaction strength. When the molecules interact with the Au(111) surface, the herringbone periodicity becomes larger present on the surface, whereas the \(\delta\) phase has disappeared. Instead a significant fraction of the near-surface region converted into a fluidlike phase. The fluidlike phase has no periodic order, and the molecules diffuse around the surface. This is in good agreement with the observed changes in the XPS data. A decrease in the intensity of the C 1s peak is observed which is attributed to the desorption of molecules during oxidation (Figure 2C). Desorption leads to a lower surface coverage and thus to phases with a lower density (for example the \(\beta\) phase). Therefore, the high-density \(\delta\) phase disappears after oxidation, and the low-density fluid phase arises. The cross-sectional height profile in Figure 3B shows that the interstripe spacing in the \(\beta\) phase remains approximately 33 Å. In addition to the two decanethiol phases, another stripelike phase is present on the surface. For now we will refer to this phase as the \(\lambda\) phase.

Figure 3C shows a zoomed image of the \(\lambda\) phase. The herringbone structure of the underlying Au(111) substrate is visible underneath the ordered molecular layer. The herringbone reconstruction contains 46 atoms in the top layer placed on 44 atoms of the second layer resulting in a \((22 \times \sqrt{3})\) unit cell. The unit cell consists of alternating fcc and hcp domains that exhibit a slightly elevated ridge with a height of about 15 pm. Both the herringbone periodicity and the fcc/hcp ratio are unaltered compared to the bare gold surface. The herringbone reconstruction is a sensitive readout of the molecule–surface interaction strength. When the molecules interact with the Au(111) surface, the herringbone periodicity becomes larger.
until it eventually completely vanishes. Therefore, there must be a rather weak interaction between the molecules and the Au(111) substrate.

The \( \lambda \) phase is composed of fine-striped domains with a width of approximately 3.5 nm separated by vacancy lines which run perpendicular to the fine stripes (see Figure 3D). The stripes are aligned along one of the closed packed directions of the Au(111) substrate (\( \langle 011 \rangle \)). The fine-stripe direction makes an angle of 30° with the ridges of the herringbone reconstruction (which run in \( \langle 11\bar{2} \rangle \) directions). The separation between the fine stripes is \( \sqrt{3} a \), i.e., 0.5 nm. The fine stripes of neighboring domains are always out-of-phase. The XPS spectra of the S 2p core region shows two peaks for the oxidized sample. The decanethiol phases are still present on the surface explaining the peak at 162 eV. The second peak at 168 eV is assigned to oxidized sulfur species. Since the \( \lambda \) phase is only observed after exposure to air, we assume that the molecules in the \( \lambda \) phase are oxidized. In addition, previous studies on decanethiol SAMs characterized all of the structural phases for decanethiols on Au(111) including phases due to annealing or oxidation.\(^{21,29,32}\) None of the observed phases matches the characteristics of the \( \lambda \) phase. Poirier et al. investigated the oxidation process using STM.\(^{21}\) However, they were unable to find a structured phase of oxidized decanethiols. The oxidation procedure was different compared to the procedure followed in this study. Instead of using air, they performed their experiments in an ozone environment. This probably results into a lower density of oxidized molecules on the surface and thus to a disordered rather than an ordered phase.

The exact mechanism of oxidation is still under debate. Lewis et al.\(^{17-19}\) proposed S−C scissoring followed by desorption of the alkyl fragment leaving oxidized sulfur on the Au(111) surface. However, we find zero evidence for ordered domains of oxidized sulfur in our STM data. The second oxidation process proposed is the formation of alkanesulfonates and alkanesulfides.\(^{24-29,35,36}\) These species are less strongly bound to the surface due to the reduced nucleophilicity of the sulfur anchoring group. In our case most probably the end of the decanethiol is transformed from a thiolate into a sulfonate given the phase (Figure 3D). The XPS spectra of the S 2p core region shows two peaks for the oxidized sample. The second peak at 168 eV is assigned to oxidized sulfur species. Since the \( \lambda \) phase is only observed after exposure to air, we assume that the molecules in the \( \lambda \) phase are oxidized. In addition, previous studies on decanethiol SAMs characterized all of the structural phases for decanethiols on Au(111) including phases due to annealing or oxidation.\(^{21,29,32}\) None of the observed phases matches the characteristics of the \( \lambda \) phase. Poirier et al. investigated the oxidation process using STM.\(^{21}\) However, they were unable to find a structured phase of oxidized decanethiols. The oxidation procedure was different compared to the procedure followed in this study. Instead of using air, they performed their experiments in an ozone environment. This probably results into a lower density of oxidized molecules on the surface and thus to a disordered rather than an ordered phase.

The \( \lambda \) phase looks very similar to the previous observed alkane and alkanol monolayers on Au(111).\(^{30-32}\) These molecules adopt a similar lamellar structure where the alkane/alkanol molecules are packed side-by-side to form commensurate structures with respect to the reconstructed Au(111) surface. The herringbone is unaffected and is visible through the monolayer. In these structures every rod is composed of one alkane/alkanol molecule with a thickness of approximately 0.5 nm. The rod thickness in the \( \lambda \) phase is also 0.5 nm (\( \sqrt{3} a \)) while the width is 3.5 nm, approximately twice the length of a decanethiol (1.695 nm\(^{31}\)). The height variation in the \( \lambda \) phase (see Figure 3D) is similar to the alkanol monolayer but much smaller compared to the \( \beta \) phase (see Figure 3B). In the \( \beta \) phase the sulfur atoms appear brighter than the alkyl chains due to mixing of the orbitals of the sulfur atom and the gold surface.\(^{54}\) Therefore, we propose that in the \( \lambda \) phase, the rods consist of two decanesulfonates, where the sulfur atoms are bonded to three oxygen atoms (see Figure 4A and B). Because the sulfur atom is bonded to three oxygen atoms, no mixing of orbitals occurs, and no height difference is observed. Also no gap is observed between the two adjacent molecules which is most probably caused by the asymmetrical form of the CH\(_3\) groups. The inequivalent position of the CH\(_3\) tail groups relative to the molecule axis (i.e., one CH\(_3\) group is higher than the other) results in the same current contrast on the alkyl chain and in between them.\(^{55}\) On the sulfonate side of the molecules, a vacancy line is created.

The herringbone reconstruction is still present on the surface excluding any strong interaction between the sulfonate group and the Au(111) lattice. This is confirmed by density functional theory (DFT) calculations, which show the formation of chemisorbed 26 × \( \sqrt{3} \) a SAM structures for decanethiolate molecules (Figure 4C and Figure S8 in the Supporting Information for the case of the adatom model) that weaken to physisorbed structures (Figure 4D) as the sulfur becomes oxidized, in agreement with both STM and XPS data. The computed molecule—surface interaction energy drops from −3.4 to −0.4 eV, respectively.

**Figure 4.** (A) Zoomed topography image (10 × 10 nm²) of the decanesulfonate phase. Tunneling current 55 pA, sample bias 200 mV, scale bar 2 nm. (B) Proposed structure of the \( \lambda \) phase. The rods consist of two decanesulfonates. The unit cell is 26 × \( \sqrt{3} a \) (dashed black box) and contains two rods with a thickness of \( \sqrt{3} a \) which are out of phase. The white and gray circles refer to hydrogen and carbon atoms, respectively, while red is oxygen and yellow refers to a sulfur atom. (C) DFT calculations of chemisorbed decanethiol molecules and (D) of the physisorbed decanesulfonates structure. When the sulfur becomes oxidized, the molecule—surface interaction energy drops from −3.4 to −0.4 eV, respectively.
bonds plus ~1.2 eV physisorption; Figure 4C) to ~0.4 eV (purely physisorbed with zero chemisorption; Figure 4D). The lower molecule–surface interaction (and especially the absence of any chemisorption between the molecules and the surface) explains the observed herringbone reconstruction underneath the decanesulfonate SAM. The strong covalent Au–S bond leads to charge accumulation and consequently to a depletion of charge that is available for the bonding of the Au atom with its neighboring Au atoms.56 This results in a dramatic decrease of charge that is available for the bonding of the Au atom with its neighboring Au atoms.56 The strong covalent Au–S bond explains the observed herringbone reconstruction underneath the decanesulfonate SAM. The strong covalent Au–S bond leads to charge accumulation and consequently to a depletion of charge that is available for the bonding of the Au atom with its neighboring Au atoms.56 This results in a dramatic decrease of charge that is available for the bonding of the Au atom with its neighboring Au atoms.56

CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have studied the oxidation process of self-assembled alkanethiol monolayers on gold using STM and XPS. Often it is assumed that the gold–sulfur bond is robust and stable under ambient conditions, but we show that this is not the case. The decanethiol SAMs have the tendency to oxidize when the monolayer is in contact with air. The fresh decanethiol monolayer consists mainly out of two phases, the low-density β phase and the high-density δ phase. Air-exposed SAMs oxidize, as seen in the chemical shift of the S 2p and the appearance of O 1s photoelectrons. When the monolayer is exposed to ambient conditions, part of the decanethiol monolayer transforms into decanesulfonates. The decanesulfonates lie flat on the surface in a lamellae-like structure (λ phase) and have a weak interaction with the substrate. The herringbone reconstruction of the Au(111) remains intact, and the SAM structures are remarkably stable at ambient conditions. These results show the influence of oxidation on the alkanethiol monolayer.
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